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I. INTRODUCTION
Ejection of two electrons by absorption of a single photon ((γ , 2e)) is a highly sensitive probe of electron-electron correlation. It is used with great success in studies of gas phase atoms (e.g., see Ref. 1) and molecules (e.g., see Refs. [2] [3] [4] . Its counterpart in solids has been shown both theoretically 5, 6 and experimentally 7, 8 to have similar sensitivity on electron correlation. The arguably most important effect where correlation between electrons plays a key role is superconductivity. Here, two electrons with opposite momentum pair up to form a bound Cooper pair. In a groundbreaking theoretical work, Kouzakov and Berakdar have demonstrated 9 that the direct emission of a Cooper pair by a single photon should be possible. They predict that the properties of the bound state are conserved upon photoejection through the surface into the continuum. This would open the road for a novel type of spectroscopy of superconductivity promising direct momentum space images of Cooper pairs on a detector. It would also give new insight into the nature of the pairing process. 10, 11 Different setups to study electrons being emitted from surfaces using coincidence measurements exist today. 12, 13 These experiments use either two or more hemispherical analyzers, where the kinetic energy of each electron is measured with high resolution under a certain emission angle or a) wallauer@atom.uni-frankfurt.de.
position-sensitive detectors, where the time of flight is measured together with the position on several position-sensitive detectors. A different approach has been implemented by Hattass et al. 14 in 2004 by using only one time-and positionsensitive detector with multiple hit detection capability 15 in an approach that is based on the so called cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS). 16 The same kind of spectrometer has been used to study low energy electrons emitted from surfaces. 17 In this imaging approach, all electrons which are emitted are guided by homogeneous electric and magnetic fields onto the detector. From the time of flight and position of impact on the detector, the full momentum vector of each electron can be calculated. It has been shown that this technique is well suited to address correlation effects in materials. 7 The key advantage regarding coincident electron emission is its large solid angle. The solid angle of the spectrometer is crucial, because the detection efficiency of single electrons accounts quadratically to the detection efficiency of a true coincident event.
Since this emission process is very unlikely to occur, depending on the material and photon energy ranging from 1% to 3% of the total electrons emitted, the detection efficiency has to be maximized. In addition, the intensity of the incoming photon beam cannot be adjusted at will. A linear increase of the intensity leads to a quadratic enhancement of uncorrelated background, e.g., simultaneous emission of two electrons by two photons. The application of this imaging approach to the study of superconductors requires some modifications of the technique. Magnetic fields which are in many cases used to guide the electrons onto the detector can no longer be used. The expelled field from the superconducting sample would cause distortions of the electron trajectories prohibiting the calculation of the momenta from the acquired data. Therefore, only an electric field can be applied. In order to maintain the large acceptance angle of the spectrometer, the time of flight of the electrons necessarily has to be kept short in order to make the electrons still hit the detector. This results in an increased dead-time problem since electron pairs impinge almost simultaneously on the detector. These dead-time problems can be traced back to the identification of two overlapping electronic signals and the determination of their correct time position. Therefore, we record the full waveform of the electronic pulses generated by the detector and apply various algorithms to analyze the timing of each of the overlapping pulses. We describe the application of a new algorithm to decrease the dead time significantly and moreover to enable and to quantify the influence of remaining detector dead time on the results.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup consists of a vacuum chamber, which is pumped by a turbomolecular pump, a titanium sublimation pump, and a getter pump (SAES MKS 500). We achieve a base pressure of 3 × 10 −11 mbar. In this way, it is possible to measure even cooled samples with a clean surface for more than 10 h. Such long data collection times are essential for coincidence experiments.
A Pb(111) single crystal is mounted on a custom-made sample holder, which is attached to a liquid helium flow cryostat. Before the measurement, the lowest temperature at the sample position has been determined with a calibrated silicon diode to be as low as 4.5 K. This allows us to measure well below the critical temperature of Pb (7.2 K). For a comparative measurement in the non-superconducting state, the sample holder can be heated up by a resistive heating wire. Sample cleaning was performed by repeating cycles of Argon bombardment and annealing to 420 K.
The time-of-flight spectrometer is shown in Figure 1 . It consists of eight copper rings, each separated from one another by a ceramic spacer of 5 mm. These electrodes are connected by resistors in order to create a homogeneous electric field inside the spectrometer volume. The angle of incidence of the photon beam is 70
• to the surface normal. A stainless steel end plate with a hole of 40 mm in diameter is fitted to the outer diameter of the sample holder in order to achieve a flat spectrometer end plate, which is essential for the creation of a homogenous field. The opposite spectrometer end in front of the detector is defined by a stainless steel mesh of 250 μm with a transmission of 80%. A second mesh with same properties, separated by 6 mm and set to a slightly lower potential, has proven useful. It efficiently suppresses electrons, which are created by electron impact at the first mesh. The total length of the spectrometer is 48.7 mm (from mesh to sample) and a voltage of 35 V is applied to the first mesh, creating a field of 7.2 V/cm. With these parameters, the resulting time-of-flight difference between the fastest and the slowest electrons is only around 16 ns for 25 eV photon energy.
The detector consists of a microchannel plate (MCP) stack from which the time-of-flight information is retrieved and a hexagonal delay line anode (Roentdeck HEX80) 15 from which the position can be calculated. The principle of the position measurement is described in detail in the Appendix. In short: the anode consists of three wire sets, arranged hexagonally at 120
• to each other. The electron cloud leaving the MCP's induces an electronic signal running to both ends of each layer. By analyzing the arrival times of these signals, one position coordinate can be calculated per layer simply by the time difference of the signals followed by a transformation to the Cartesian coordinate system. In case more than one electron hits the detector, the sum of the run times of the signal to the two ends of each wire allows the correct assignment of the signals.
The usage of a hexagonal anode has decreased the deadtime effects significantly since it offers redundant information on the impact position. The two coordinates are obtained from three layers. Missing signals on one layer can then be reconstructed from signals on other layers and even the time of impact for the second electron, which is rarely detected by the MCP, can be retrieved. For a correct assignment of the signals to the corresponding electrons, we use an algorithm that reconstructs the time of missing signals and checks for their consistency with the timing of the measured signals. 15 This algorithm is used in all of our data analysis. The inputs to this algorithm are the arrival times of all of the pulses. In most of the applications, this time information is obtained by feeding the analog pulses of the detector into a constant fraction discriminator, which creates norm pulses used to start or stop a timeto-digital converter. A major improvement can be achieved by recording the full pulse shape by using a Flash analogto-digital converter (ADC) and employing more sophisticated pulse-finding algorithms. We will address this pulse recognition in Sec. III.
III. DATA ANALYSIS A. Data acquisition system
The analog signals of each layer of the anode, the MCP signal, and a timing signal synchronized to the light source (bunch marker) are digitized and recorded with an eight channel 8-bit digitizer (Acqiris DC-271) with a sampling rate of one GSample/s. The accurate waveforms of all signals for each event are transferred to a computer where they are stored in an event-by-event list mode file. Various algorithms such as a software constant fraction discrimination can be used later in the offline analysis software to extract the arrival times of all recorded pulses, which will then be converted into full momentum vectors for every electron of each event.
Most events where two electrons are emitted yield overlapping pulses on the MCP or the delaylines, which is the reason why those double events are much more difficult to analyze. Disentangling these pulses and retrieving their timing accurately is a major challenge. Even though corresponding algorithms might appear appropriate at first glance, they often fail for real detector signals. Storing the full waveform of every pulse allows to perform quality checks during the development of new algorithms. The functionality of this quality check is sketched in Figure 2 This procedure can be repeated as often as desired to create an almost infinite number of simulated double events. The comparison can than be used to retrieve not only how many simulated double events a specific routine is able to find, but also how big and of what shape the dead-time effect is in time and space. Furthermore, the merging of single photoemission events allows us to simulate very accurately the background from events where two electrons are created independently by two photons.
B. Pulse analysis
The position in time of single-hit pulses can be determined accurately by various algorithms, e.g., center of mass or a constant fraction (CFD) algorithm. 18, 19 However, we find that for pulses coming from the delayline anode that are separated in time by less than 15 ns or pulses from the MCP that have a difference in arrival time less than 10 ns, the CFD algorithm recognizes less than 10% of the existing pulses. A new algorithm for pulse analysis has been proposed by Da Costa et al. 20 In this algorithm, the shape of a typical signal from a single event is determined by taking the mean of a number of signals originating from single-hit events. Then the start position of the pulse is found by a CFD algorithm. In the third step, the mean pulse is fitted to the waveform at the time position extracted from the second step. The appropriate height is determined by the slope of the leading edge of the analyzed pulse. The fitted pulse can then be subtracted from the whole waveform and the remaining signal can once again be analyzed with a CFD algorithm. This procedure is repeated until no signal remains. By applying this algorithm, we found in the majority of the analyzed events a very good agreement between the retrieved position in time with the correct ones known from the single-hit pulses before merging the pulses. However, the algorithm can produce serious errors when the leading edge is influenced by noise or when a signal almost coincides with the following signal. Therefore, we used the time information obtained by the described algorithm only as a starting value for a slower but more robust fitting procedure. We fitted the sum of two mean signals to the original waveform using a multidimensional minimization algorithm. 21 The measure of the best match is the integrated difference of measured signal and sum of two mean signals. Height and position of each mean signal is varied until the integrated difference becomes minimal.
The improvement of detection efficiency can be seen in Figure 3 position difference is calculated for two independent singlehit events. This results in a spectrum, which simulates the ideal case of two particles generated by two photons and detected without detector dead-time effects. The second spectrum is generated by using the algorithm under test to identify the pulses. The intensity in every bin is then calculated by the difference of the intensity in the ideal case I real and the test case I det , divided by their sum. This way, regions where signals could not be found are shown as red to yellow colors. Both spectra show the particle loss probability as a function of position-and time-difference of the two electrons hitting the detector. As it can be seen, double events closer than 10 mm are rarely retrieved using a standard CFD algorithm. In contrast, events as close as 5 mm in position and 3 ns in time can be retrieved with our pulse-fit algorithm. Fluctuations at larger time-and position-difference stem from small shifts in the fitted time. Nevertheless, the overall efficiency in this area for two particles to be detected equals to one.
IV. RESULTS
First, experiments have been performed at the 3m-NIM Beamline at BESSY with photon energies from 9 eV to 40 eV. In five days, we recorded around 300 million single photoemission events. A real double photoemission event appears with less than 1% probabillity (<3 million). With the new pulse-fit algorithm, we were able to increase the number of detected double events by 20%. Figure 4 shows the time-offlight distribution of the electrons vs. their impact position on the detector for a photon energy of 30 eV. The x-position of impact is depicted on the ordinate while the y-coordinate is restricted to ±2.5 mm around the center of the detector. To illustrate the imaging properties of the spectrometer, solid lines for same emission angles and electron energies indicated in the middle are laid with the spectrum on the right.
As mentioned before, the major part of emitted electrons corresponds to the photoemission of a single electron. These results can therefore be compared to theory and they can be used to verify the surface preparation and the spectrometer properties. To our knowledge, the only experimental data available for Pb(111) surfaces can be found in Ref. 22 . Figure 5 shows the results of Fermi surface mapping at photon energies of 9 eV. The window in energy is ±0.25 eV around E F . The white line represents a theoretical calculation, which corresponds to an inner potential of 11.8 eV. This is in agreement with other measurements. 22 We theoretically determine the Fermi surface of Pb with the help of density functional theory calculations in the full potential local orbital (FPLO) basis. 23 We use the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 24 as exchangecorrelation functional and integrate the Brillouin zone with a 24 × 24 × 24 k mesh. Due to the large mass of Pb, we first compared scalar relativistic and fully relativistic calculations of the electronic structure. As we found a significant influence of the spin-orbit coupling which also affects the Fermi surface, we chose to continue with fully relativistic calculations. Cuts through the Fermi surface were determined perpendicular to the L = (π /a, π /a, π /a) direction in reciprocal space.
In case of coincident events, the quantity, where the effects of the detector dead-time on the momentum distribution are most significant, is the relative momentum of the two electrons. Therefore, we calculate the relative momentum p rel in the p x , p y -plane
and compare the results for different p z = |p z1 − p z2 |, which directly reflect the time-of-flight differences. The results are shown in Figure 6 for the two used algorithms, CFD (grey curve) and pulse-fit (blue). For a better comparison, all spectra were corrected for solid angle effects by dividing the intensity by the relative momentum. It can be clearly seen that the The difference is even bigger in the latter case, since electrons that hit the detector at the same position are still very unlikely to be found in case of the CFD algorithm.
In conclusion, an imaging spectrometer for electron pairs from cryogenically cooled surfaces has been constructed and tested. We have shown that the single-photoemission results recorded with this spectrometer are in good agreement with theoretical predictions and that it fulfills the simulated energy resolution of around 1/30. Higher energy resolutions are possible with the application of electrostatic lenses at the cost of losing solid angle. Our spectrometer is designed for large solid angles in order to look for the signature of Cooper pairs in their parallel momentum. It is predicted by theory, 9 that the sum of their parallel momentum peaks at p 1, || + p 2, || = 0. In this dimension, the spectrometer has a high resolution of around 0.01 a.u.. As a result of the special spectrometer design, the two electrons are impinging at almost the same time on the detector and dead time becomes a crucial quantity. This holds even more for the study of direct emission of Cooper pairs, where the process is expected in only a small fraction of the overall coincidence emission from the valence band. To address the problem of detection efficiency, we implemented a new pulse analysis algorithm, which reduces the phase space region in which no electron pairs can be detected by more than a factor of two.
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This work is supported by the BMBF. H.O.J. acknowledges support by the Helmholtz Association via HA216/EMMI. We thank HZB for the allocation of synchrotron radiation beamtime and financial support. Figure 7 shows a full set of signals recorded from an event where two electrons hit the detector at about the same time. Channels 1−6 are the six ends of the three anode layers, where each pair of consecutive Channels (1 + 2, 3 + 4, 5 + 6) represents one layer. Channel 7 is the MCP signal and Channel 8 the timing signal from the light source.
APPENDIX: SIGNAL ASSIGNMENT AND POSITION CALCULATION OF MULTIHIT EVENTS
Since the electrons hit the MCP very close in time, only one MCP signal can be identified. From the time difference of the MCP and the bunchmarker signal, the time of flight of the first electron is calculated. A constant offset value has to be found via calibration. The MCP time of the second electron has to be deduced from the anode signals. First, the signals at each end have to be assigned to the correct electron hit. For this purpose, we use the runtime of the signals on the layer, which is a certain constant for each layer. Hence, the time sum t sum of the of two signals from one event have to be equal to that constant t Ch 1 + t Ch 2 − 2 · t MCP = t sum = const.
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